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Wilbur’s Story > The “Pat’rige” Hunt. Learn 

Something About Wilbur; Learn Something 

About Part’rige! 

As a small boy at home in Maine (a State of Mainer), I waited on those blue-
gold October afternoons, my nose pressed firmly against the glass of the living 
room window, for Dad to return from his frequent “pat’rige” hunting trips. 

Being very young, I did not know that the few short minutes between sunset 
and darkness were the most productive moments of the hunt.  During these few 
minutes, the wily bird, needing a bedtime snack, abandons the thick brushy 
cover (where he has safely spent the day) and carefully approaches the old apple 
trees that often define the boundary of the farm fields. 

Being unfamiliar with the ways of partridge, I took my post at the living 
room window long before darkness, long before Dad could be expected to 
return.  With anticipation building as each long minute passed, I waited 
impatiently. 

In Maine, darkness comes early in October, and I waited, watching for an 
automobile to come down the street.  Automobiles were relatively scarce.  Only 
the “rich”, or those whose job required a car, had a car. 

I waited as the sky darkened and an occasional car came slowly down the 
street.  I waited, as one by one, the neighbors came home from the shoe shops 
and woolen mills — most walking wearily after their long day. 

After an eternity, the wait ended.  A familiar car came down the street and 
into our driveway. 

Dad was home! 

A quick run took me to a kitchen window that overlooked the driveway.  The 
dim yellow light from the bare bulb on the back porch was barely adequate.  I 
searched the shadowed scene for evidence of a successful hunt. 

My wait was not over, however, for the job of unloading remained.  Had it 
not been for my excitement, and the anticipation built by the long afternoon wait, 
the unloading of the cased shotgun, the extra clothing, and the butter firkin 
containing the supply of extra shells, would have been completed in seconds. 

The number of trips necessary to place the few items on the back porch 
seemed excessive, however, each trip gave me another chance to scan Dad’s 
silhouette for the telltale bulge in the pocket of his “hunting coat”, that might 
indicate the presence of at least one plump bird. 
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Only the “rich” had real “honest to gosh” hunting clothes, everyone else used 
a suit coat that was no longer quite good enough to serve as second best.  Dad’s 
Hunting Coat” was such a coat, threadbare and shapeless, it assumed a position 
of reverence in my young mind, it’s woodsy smell dominated its alter — a coat 
hook in the back hall. 

After an exceptionally long time the many trips, and the many closings of car 
doors ended, and Dad disappeared from view, his footsteps, sounding in the 
back hall, were quickly drowned out by mine, as I ran to open the kitchen door. 

Dad stepped into the kitchen, past the huge, black, wood-burning range, with 
its supper kettles boiling merrily, to place (if he had been successful) one or two 
(seldom more) plumb birds on the sideboard next to the kitchen sink. 

While Dad hung his coat in the back hall, I inspected the birds, spreading the 
tails to marvel at their subtle blending of colors and their symmetrical markings, 
As  Dad washed for supper he briefly recounted the hunt. 

The story was never fully told, but from time to time, I overheard interesting 
excerpts of this and other hunts, as Dad and friends reminisced during evening 
visits. 

After supper, the shotgun was uncased for cleaning. 

The cleaning rod, cleaning cloths, swabs, and oil were brought down from the 
top shelf of the kitchen cabinet. 

The cleaning rod was a half-inch birch dowel, with a carefully whittled eye to 
hold the swab.  The oil soaked cleaning cloths and swabs were tightly sealed in a 
tin coffee can, to deprive them of oxygen in case of spontaneous combustion. 

The ritual of cleaning the double-barreled Ithica began, accompanied by 
many "peerings" down the barrels, and repeated swabbing.  Dad revealed 
additional details of the hunt.  After the bore of each barrel was cleaned to his 
satisfaction (and after I had approved its condition, observing only the concentric 
rings of reflection), he put a light coat of oil on the exterior, and cased the gun to 
await the next trip. 

Shortly after, I was forced to bed, to lie and envision all of the glorious hunts, 
in which I would participate — when I was older. 

Many years and many hunts passed, before I (after having completely 
aggravated Dad by incessant begging) was allowed to accompany him. 

I was still too young to actually hunt, and while we drove to Davis’ farm in 
Turner, where Dad had permission to hunt, Dad laid down the ground rules.  I 
was to follow closely, I was to move quietly, without snapping twigs or rustling 
leaves, and there would be “No talking”. 
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The Davis farm was a conventional Maine farm, looking little different from 
hundreds scattered throughout the state.  The two-story house, shaded by huge 
maple trees, sat parallel to the road, a long porch ran across the front of the large 
single-story kitchen, and like many farmhouse porches of the time, it was only 
one step above the lawn, and without a railing. 

The barn, to the left of the house, and at right angle to it, dwarfed both the 
house, and the series of low covered sheds, that melded the house and barn into 
one efficient unit.  The connecting sheds served, not only, as woodshed, milk 
room, machinery shed, and other storage, but also provided a direct covered 
passageway between the house and barn. 

This passageway was an especially useful feature during the long frigid 
winters of deep snow.  The entire set of buildings was neatly maintained, painted 
yellow with white trim. 

Although it was only about twelve miles from my home in Auburn, it was a 
wonderfully foreign place. 

Hay fields ran a considerable distance along the road, to either side of the 
farm buildings, and stretched away from the road, to a distant fringe of trees.  A 
large vegetable garden, recently harvested, was to the right of the house. 

Directly across the dirt road from the big barn door was a “lane”, where the 
cows gathered at milking time.  The lane was delineated by gray fieldstone walls, 
and closed by a set of three horizontal wooden bars.  This lane ran directly away 
from the road, through an apple orchard, to the pasture. 

Dad drove the Model A to the pasture bars, stopped, removed the bars, and 
drove in. 

 After carefully replacing the bars, we drove along the uneven lane.  The land 
pitched steeply down where the lane broadened into the pasture, and we were 
unable to drive further. 

The hill was steep — we were unable to see the lower end of the pasture, but 
the woodland spread below us to the Androscoggin River a couple of miles to 
the east. 

It was a beautiful afternoon; the leaves rustled in the gentle breeze, clinging 
tenaciously to the trees as if they knew their lives were nearly ended.  The 
maples were scarlet, the oaks, poplars, and beeches were various shades of 
yellow.  The bright sun cast a golden hue across the valley.  The river, threading 
its way among the golden hills, reflected the blue of the cloudless October sky. 

Dad donned his “hunting coat”, uncased the gun, assembled it, and placed a 
handful of shells in each side pocket, and we walked down the steep hill towards 
the woods. 
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The recently introduced ground rules effectively controlled my desire to run 
exuberantly ahead. 

Cow paths threaded the steep pasture hillside, and converged on the entrance 
to the lane.  These were worn bare and deep as the cattle followed the easiest 
route of ascent and descent 

At the foot of the hill, where the pasture met the woods, a weathered, and 
sturdily constructed stonewall shouldered the scrub growth against the forest.  
The forest would surely have breached the wall at the points of concentrated 
attack, had it not been for the cattle that grazed the pasture.  The hungry cattle 
quickly browsed off any tender branch, or shoot, that timorously ventured 
across, — and the wall held. 

A few ancient apple trees stood on the pasture side of the wall, unkempt and 
unharvested, the ground beneath, on both sides of the wall, littered with newly 
fallen apples.  Those that fell in the scrub brush provided a safe and attractive 
dining place for deer, partridge, and other wildlife. 

Dad walked along the wall to another set of bars.  These bars marked the 
entrance to a wood road leading through second growth hardwood, toward the 
river.  As we walked along the road, Dad again cautioned me about the necessity 
for quiet.  We walked slowly and quietly, engulfed in the brilliance of the foliage. 

Sunlight filtering through the canopy of leaves, imparted a golden haze, 
while isolated groups of small evergreens contrasted pleasantly with the gold. 

Partridge are very selective in their habitat, requiring, not only food and 
water, but also suitable cover.  They thrive best in areas of young (second or 
third growth) brushy hardwood, with nearby evergreens and a plentiful food 
supply.  Overgrown apple orchards are particularly attractive. 

Davis’ woodland provided all this.  Wood was the only fuel used for cooking 
and heating, and a continuing and abundant supply was necessary.  A major part 
of the winter’s work was cutting and stockpiling firewood for the next year; 
therefore, the cutover land had many areas in different stages of growth that 
provided excellent cover. 

Food and water were plentiful, hunting pressure was light — and the birds 
flourished. 

With the sounds of the road and farmhouse well beyond the hill, the cool 
October air carried only the woods sounds.  Dad hunted slowly, stepping 
carefully a few steps, and pausing to listen for a feeding partridge. 

A feeding partridge scratching among the fallen leaves, searching for seeds 
and other tidbits can be heard at a great distance on a calm day. 

Standing quietly and listening carefully, we could hear the small animals — 
mice, squirrels, and birds; that earn their living in the woods. 
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Many birds were at work.  The migratory fall birds of the deep woods, rarely 
seen near human habitation, were unafraid and curious.  Being foreign to me, 
they were of greater interest than the familiar native birds. 

A partridge, like all wild creatures, is always alert to danger and is always 
tensed for flight.  He will stop scratching for food every few seconds to listen for 
unusual sounds.  He will freeze motionless at any strange sound.  Once 
motionless among the fallen leaves, his coloring makes him almost impossible to 
see.  He will resume feeding only when he is certain he is not in danger. 

A suspicious partridge may, if the hunter is also quiet and motionless, resume 
feeding and reveal his position.  Or, he may decide he is in danger and leave in 
thunderous haste. 

Sometimes a barely perceptible head movement, accompanied by a “cluck”, 
signals his intention to fly.  A hunter who is looking in the right direction may 
detect this movement, but normally this signal comes only a fraction of a second 
before the thunderous departure — usually too late to benefit most hunters. 

Unless the hunter sees the bird’s exact location, his reflexes rarely permit him 
to get off an aimed shot. 

Dad and I walked slowly along the road, passing intersecting roads, which 
the almost constant winter use had kept well brushed out, and clear.  While 
stopped to listen, Dad whispered that he intended to work slowly around to the 
left through the cover, hoping to find a partridge feeding on beechnuts, which 
were unusually abundant, and gradually circle back to the apple trees along the 
pasture wall. 

He planned to get to the wall about a half hour before dark and await the 
birds that should be moving out of the brushy cover to feed. 

A few birds flushed wildly, as we hunted through the beechnuts. 

Although, while in search of raspberries in the summer woods, I had been 
shocked into immobility by the startling, thunderous roar of a flushed partridge, 
I was unprepared for the first flush.  Tense with anticipation, expecting to see a 
bird at any moment, I suspect that when he exploded into the air, I rose equally 
as fast.  The thundering of my heart quickly obliterated the thunderous roar of 
his wings, and he quickly darted behind a fir tree. 

The startling roar of a departing partridge — regardless of hunting 
experience, or degree of preparation, immobilizes the hunter for a vital fraction 
of a second.  This critical delay frequently denies the hunter a shot, and assures 
the bird’s escape. 

This tactic of surprise, and his uncanny ability to quickly disappear, make the 
partridge a worthy adversary.  I learned that day, and reaffirmed many times 
since — a flushed partridge is rarely one for the frying pan. 
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That quiet, sunny afternoon, each flushed bird triggered the same 
uncontrolled response; and although Dad had hunted for many years, his 
hurried, ineffective shot in the general direction of the rapidly vanishing bird, 
showed that my reaction was normal, and unlikely to change. 

We cautiously approached the stonewall, along a road that angled through 
dense brush, pausing at frequent intervals, to listen.  At one pause, we heard a 
partridge walking with measured step toward the wall, rustling the leaves with 
each step.  The bird paused every few seconds, seemingly to assure that it was 
safe to proceed. 

Dad slowly turned to look in the direction of the sound.  Although the sound 
was very close, I could see no movement.  Dad saw him through a small opening 
in the brush, and fired. 

Thus, assuring fried partridge for breakfast. 

With the bird safely deposited in Dad’s pocket, we moved to the wall.  Dad 
selected a vantage point in the brush where we could see along the wall in either 
direction, and we sat down to quietly await the coming of the birds. 

As darkness approached, we heard one pecking at an apple.  We had not 
heard him approach, and we could not see him. 

Not wanting to alarm him, we sat quietly, hoping he (or another) would 
change his position and come into view.  Patience paid off, as a bird flew to the 
top of the wall in plain view, and quickly joined the one already in the pocket of 
the revered coat. 

We climbed the steep pasture hill in the gathering darkness, pleased with our 
success. 

Successive years, and my correspondingly advancing age, eventually brought 
me to where I was, not only allowed to go with Dad on these exciting trips, but 
was allowed to hunt ahead of him for short periods.  Success eluded me, 
however, as the startling flush immobilized me for that vital second necessary for 
the bird’s escape. 

Being permitted to hunt ahead for short periods, however, was recognition of 
my approaching maturity, and was more rewarding than the actual hunting.  I 
looked forward to the time when I would be allowed to take the gun after school, 
and hunt the local alder swamps and abandoned orchards. 

I do not know how old I was when I was allowed to hunt unsupervised.  
However, I think restrictions were less stringent then, and by today’s standards, I 
was “too young”. 

About this time, I learned (from young friends) about a loathsome breed of 
hunters.  Hunters that deserved only disdain — hunters so low on the 
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“Sportsmanship Scale” that they would shoot a sitting bird.  Of course, I did not 
mention this to Dad, who was pleased to shoot a partridge, sitting or not. 

These loathsome creatures (I was told) were not “Sportsmen”. 

Because I wanted to be a “Sportsman” I resolved to abide by the 
“Sportsmanship Rules”, I vowed that I would not shoot sitting birds. 

Proudly, I maintained this commendable resolve. 

The frustrating result of my “Sportsmanlike” refusal to violate the 
“Sportsmanship Rules”, was an unproductive shower of leaves and twigs 
dropping several feet behind the rapidly departing bird. 

Eventually, this pitiful testimonial to my ability caused me to realize that 
although commendable, “Sportsmanship” was impractical. 

Because of “Sportsmanship”, I was shooting no birds. 

Because of “Sportsmanship”, I was unable to satisfy my distinct liking for 
fried partridge. 

Obviously, I had to weigh the virtues of “Sportsmanship”, and the perverted 
opinion of my peers, against the practical necessities. 

If I were to indulge, my taste for fried partridge, “Sportsmanship” must be 
redefined. 

“Sportsmanship”, obviously, meant observing the Game Laws (their purpose 
being to conserve the breeding stock, and assure future hunting) and not hunt 
out of season, or take more than “The Limit”. 

Because, I saw few partridges in my limited hunting area — and few were 
seen sitting, I reached a rational conclusion. 

I did not represent a serious threat to the species — even if I shot every sitting 
bird I saw. 

The possibility of failing to make a clean kill, allowing the bird hide, to die 
slowly and painfully, was less “Sportsmanlike” than shooting a sitting bird.  I 
also rationalized that the unproductive expenditure of costly ammunition was a 
wasteful crime. 

Obviously, the stigma attached to shooting a sitting bird was promoted by 
big city sports (I had heard about them).  They were “rich” and could afford to 
shoot over well-trained bird dogs.  Shooting for “sport”, knowing the bird’s 
location, and having advance warning of the flush, they could expect to kill an 
occasional bird. 

In addition, I was certain that “Big City Sports”, being of a different culture 
(“rich”, and from the city) lacked a sincere appreciation of fried partridge.  This 
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was positive proof of a mental deficiency that disqualified them as “Rule 
Makers”. 

I reached this conclusion long ago, but the passing years have only affirmed 
— unqualified people make most of “The Rules” that are forced upon us. 

I still feel somewhat guilty as I pick up a partridge that I shot before it could 
fly.  The guilt quickly passes, however, as I think of the tasty, tender, butter-
browned morsels that will come sizzling from the frying pan in the morning. 

Although I still miss most of the birds I flush, I get great pleasure from the 
privilege of being able to walk the golden October woods. 

I thrill to the thunderous departure.  I admire the skill of his erratic, noisy 
flight through the thick brush. 

I accept his derisive salute, the saucy flaunt of his tail, as he quickly 
disappears behind a brushy tree. 

I wear the bruised shoulder, as a tribute to the noisy brown thunderbolt, 
which by the psychology of his flush, causes me to hurry my aim, and miss my 
shot. 

If I am lucky, I will shoot a sitting bird, and pick it up with a small twinge of 
regret. 

I will rationalize that the odds were on his side, I met him on his own 
ground, and on this rare occasion, I won. 

 

Wilbur Estes > The Guy Who Wrote The Book.   
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